Stufful db

Akala Outskirts is a short coastal area on southeastern Akala Island. Covered in grass and
greenery, it provides access to the Ruins of Life and houses a pair of fishing spots. This is also
where the player will have their first meeting and battle Plumeria , the Admin of Team Skull.
Views Article Discussion View source History tools what links here related changes print
permalink info. We're updating our policies! Please read the Message from the Editor for more.
Jump to: navigation , search. It leads from Memorial Hill to the Ruins of Life. Navigation menu
Personal tools Create account Log in. Please contact our advertising representatives at
Playwire for ad rates, packages and general advertising information. Akala Outskirts. A grassy
stretch along Akala's southern-most coast. Akala Island. Location of Akala Outskirts in Alola.
TM28 Leech Life. In the middle of the northeast field of grass regenerates hidden In the middle
of the centermost field of grass hidden. Big Mushroom. In the north end of the northwest field of
grass hidden. Heart Scale. Big Pearl. Zygarde Cell. Above a ledge in the west, southwest of
Black Belt Kenji. Raticate Alolan Form. Magikarp Gyarados. One We. Natu Xatu. Chinchou
Lanturn. Team Skull Admin. Sun and Moon. Reward: 3, Inner Focus. Air Cutter. Confuse Ray.
Flame Burst. Double Slap. Poison Gas. Ultra Sun and Ultra Moon. Poison Fang. Wing Attack.
Dragon Rage. Language Title Chinese. It evolves into Bewear starting at level Its body and head
are mostly pink, while its legs are brown. Each foot has a single pink paw pad on the bottom.
There is a white, semicircle marking around its face similar to a headband , and it has a white
muzzle with a triangular, black nose. Its white-tipped ears are situated on the sides of its head,
and there is a small, white-tipped tuft of fur under each. Around the center of its short, puffy tail
is a dark pink ring marking. Under the tail is a small, white flap resembling the tag on a stuffed
toy. This is actually an organ that releases an odor used to communicate with others of its kind.
Stufful is very small and ties with Mankey as the smallest Fighting-type. The combination of its
cute appearance, mannerisms, and fluffy fur make it very popular. Stufful's flailing is powerful
enough to break thick tree trunks. Stufful debuted in A Dream Encounter! It physically appeared
in Deceiving Appearances! In Don't Ignore the Small Stufful! Team Rocket encountered it and
mistook it for Bewear's child, therefore believing its presence to be a sign of Bewear being on
her way to take them home. However, their concerns were assuaged when they saw Stufful's
Trainer. A Trainer's Stufful appeared in Exhibition Unmasked! In The Gathering of Stars , a
Stufful was at the hospital. A Stufful appeared in a fantasy in Journey to a New Horizon. Stufful
appears to be based on the red panda , as well as stuffed animals such as teddy bears. Stufful
may be derived from stuffed animal. It may also incorporate the word scuffle , for its aggressive
nature and propensity to fight. Views Article Discussion View source History tools what links
here related changes print permalink info. We're updating our policies! Please read the Message
from the Editor for more. Jump to: navigation , search. Attack :. Defense :. Atk :. Def :. Speed :.
For other sprites and images, please see Stufful images on the Bulbagarden Archives.
Navigation menu Personal tools Create account Log in. Please contact our advertising
representatives at Playwire for ad rates, packages and general advertising information. Images
on the Bulbagarden Archives. Type Normal. Cute Charm Hidden Ability. Cacophony Hidden
Ability. Gender ratio Unknown. Breeding Egg Group Field. Height 1'08". Weight Mega Stone [[ ]].
Base experience yield Unknown Gen. Leveling rate Medium Fast. EV yield Total: 1. Base
friendship A Normal and Fighting type. Although it's adorable, it doesn't like being touched by
strangers, and it will flail around dangerously in response. Generation VII. Sun Despite its
adorable appearance, when it gets angry and flails about, its arms and legs could knock a pro
wrestler sprawling. A touch from anyone except a known friend sends it into a surging frenzy. It
boasts power enough to split large trees in half. The organ on its rear releases an odor that it
uses to communicate with others of its kind. Stufful hates to be hugged or touched in any way.
It will squirm, thrash, and resist with amazing power. Generation VIII. The way it protects itself
by flailing its arms may be an adorable sight, but stay well away. This is flailing that can snap
thick tree trunks. Sun Moon Route 8 , Akala Outskirts. Route 8 , Akala Outskirts. Fields of Honor
Max Raid Battle. Minimum stats are calculated with 0 EVs , IVs of 0, and if applicable a hindering
nature. Maximum stats are calculated with EVs , IVs of 31, and if applicable a helpful nature.
Damaged normally by: Normal. Weak to: Normal. Immune to: Normal. Resistant to: Normal. PP
01 1. Baby-Doll Eyes. Brutal Swing. Take Down. Hammer Arm. Pain Split. Mega Punch. Mega
Kick. Ice Punch. Thunder Punch. Rock Slide. Brick Break. Rock Tomb. Low Sweep. Stomping
Tantrum. Swords Dance. Sleep Talk. Bulk Up. Focus Blast. Zen Headbutt. Iron Head. Work Up.
Defense Curl. Force Palm. Moves marked with a superscript game abbreviation can only be bred
onto Stufful in that game. Double Team. Dual Chop. Focus Punch. Role Play. Wide Guard. Deals
a ton of damage when there are no more moves left. Sun Moon. Language Title Meaning
Japanese. From nounours and ourson. From Velours , ursus , and -i. Cantonese Chinese.
Mandarin Chinese. More languages. Move Level Type Att. PP Category Description Tackle - 40
35 A physical attack in which the user charges and slams into the target with its whole body.

Baby-Doll Eyes 10 -- 30 The user stares at the target with its baby-doll eyes, which lowers its
Attack stat. This move always goes first. Brutal Swing 14 60 20 The user swings its body around
violently to inflict damage on everything in its vicinity. Flail 19?? The less HP the user has, the
greater the move's power. Payback 23 50 10 The user stores power, then attacks. If the user
moves after the target, this attack's power will be doubled. Take Down 28 90 85 20 A reckless,
full-body charge attack for slamming into the target. This also damages the user a little.
Hammer Arm 32 90 10 The user swings and hits with its strong, heavy fist. It lowers the user's
Speed, however. The user then becomes confused. Double-Edge 46 15 A reckless, life-risking
tackle. This also damages the user quite a lot. Superpower 50 5 The user attacks the target with
great power. However, this also lowers the user's Attack and Defense stats. Move TM Type Att.
Atk stats increase. Toxic TM06 -- 90 10 A move that leaves the target badly poisoned. Its poison
damage worsens every turn. Taunt TM12 -- 20 The target is taunted into a rage that allows it to
use only attack moves for three turns. Protect TM17 -- -- 10 Enables the user to evade all
attacks. Its chance of failing rises if it is used in succession. Frustration TM21?? Return TM27??
Brick Break TM31 75 15 The user attacks with a swift chop. It can also break barriers, such as
Light Screen and Reflect. Double Team TM32 -- -- 15 By moving rapidly, the user makes illusory
copies of itself to raise its evasiveness. Rock Tomb TM39 60 95 15 Boulders are hurled at the
target. This also lowers the target's Speed stat by preventing its movement. This attack never
misses. Facade TM42 70 20 This attack move doubles its power if the user is poisoned, burned,
or paralyzed. Rest TM44 -- -- 10 The user goes to sleep for two turns. This fully restores the
user's HP and heals any status conditions. Attract TM45 -- 15 If it is the opposite gender of the
user, the target becomes infatuated and less likely to attack. Low Sweep TM47 65 20 The user
makes a swift attack on the target's legs, which lowers the target's Speed stat. Others can join
in the Round to increase the power of the attack. Focus Blast TM52 70 5 The user heightens its
mental focus and unleashes its power. This may also lower the target's Sp. Def stat. This
move's power and effects depend on the item. Brutal Swing TM59 60 20 The user swings its
body around violently to inflict damage on everything in its vicinity. Payback TM66 50 10 The
user stores power, then attacks. Swords Dance TM75 -- -- 20 A frenetic dance to uplift the
fighting spirit. This sharply raises the user's Attack stat. Bulldoze TM78 60 20 The user strikes
everything around it by stomping down on the ground. This lowers the Speed stat of those hit.
However, this also sharply raises the target's Attack stat. Sleep Talk TM88 -- -- 10 While it is
asleep, the user randomly uses one of the moves it knows. The copy serves as the user's
decoy. Confide TM -- -- 20 The user tells the target a secret, and the target loses its ability to
concentrate. This lowers the target's Sp. Atk stat. Move Type Att. This may also leave the target
frozen. This may also leave the target with paralysis. Wide Guard -- -- 10 The user and its allies
are protected from wide-ranging attacks for one turn. Mega Kick 75 5 The target is attacked by a
kick launched with muscle-packed power. Stomping Tantrum 75 10 Driven by frustration, the
user attacks the target. If the user's previous move has failed, the power of this move doubles.
Details of Stufful's egg moves More Moves. Move Type Max Att. The power varies, depending on
the original move. Supersonic Skystrike -- 1 The user soars up with its Z-Power and plummets
toward the target at full speed. Tectonic Rage -- 1 The user burrows deep into the ground and
slams into the target with the full force of its Z-Power. Continental Crush -- 1 The user summons
a huge rock mountain using its Z-Power and drops it onto the target with full force. Gigavolt
Havoc -- 1 The user hits the target with a powerful electric current collected by its Z-Power.
Subzero Slammer -- 1 The user dramatically drops the temperature using its Z-Power and
freezes the target with full force. Black Hole Eclipse -- 1 The user gathers dark energy using its
Z-Power and sucks the target into it. More Moves. Pokemon Sun and Moon. Stufful: Stats and
Abilities. Att 45 Sp. Def Fluffy Halves the damage taken from moves that make direct contact,
but doubles that of Fire-type moves. Share or Macho Brace. Cute Charm hidden. Att Sp. Def
Hindering Nature 50 - 72 - 49 - 91 49 - 91 45 - 87 49 - 91 Hindering Nature - - 94 - 94 - 85 - 94 Neutral Nature 50 - 80 - 55 - 55 - 50 - 97 55 - Neutral Nature - - - - 95 - - Beneficial Nature 50 - 88 60 - 60 - 55 - 60 - Beneficial Nature - - - - - - National No. Type 1 Type 2 Height Weight Gender 0.
Pokemon Evolution condition Stufful -- Bewear Level Learn by bleeding egg moves. Details of
Stufful's egg moves. Pokemon by Type. Submission form. Bullet Seed : Move 1. Recycle : Move
5. Z-Move Heat Wave : Move 1. YuGiOh Duel Links. Halves the damage taken from moves that
make direct contact, but doubles that of Fire-type moves. A physical attack in which the user
charges and slams into the target with its whole body. The user endures attacks for two turns,
then strikes back to cause double the damage taken. The user stares at the target with its
baby-doll eyes, which lowers its Attack stat. The user swings its body around violently to inflict
damage on everything in its vicinity. The user flails about aimlessly to attack. The user stores
power, then attacks. A reckless, full-body charge attack for slamming into the target. The user
swings and hits with its strong, heavy fist. The user rampages and attacks for two to three

turns. A reckless, life-risking tackle. The user attacks the target with great power. The user is
roused, and its Attack and Sp. A move that leaves the target badly poisoned. The user tenses its
muscles to bulk up its body, raising both its Attack and Defense stats. The target is taunted into
a rage that allows it to use only attack moves for three turns. Enables the user to evade all
attacks. This full-power attack grows more powerful the less the user likes its Trainer. This
full-power attack grows more powerful the more the user likes its Trainer. The user attacks with
a swift chop. By moving rapidly, the user makes illusory copies of itself to raise its evasiveness.
Boulders are hurled at the target. The user confounds the target with speed, then slashes. This
attack move doubles its power if the user is poisoned, burned, or paralyzed. The user goes to
sleep for two turns. If it is the opposite gender of the user, the target becomes infatuated and
less likely to attack. The user makes a swift attack on the target's legs, which lowers the target's
Speed stat. The user attacks the target with a song. The user heightens its mental focus and
unleashes its power. The user flings its held item at the target to attack. A frenetic dance to
uplift the fighting spirit. The user strikes everything around it by stomping down on the ground.
The user enrages and confuses the target. While it is asleep, the user randomly uses one of the
moves it knows. The user makes a copy of itself using some of its HP. The user tells the target a
secret, and the target loses its ability to concentrate. The target is punched with an icy fist. The
target is punched with an electrified fist. The target
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is attacked with a shock wave. The user endures any attack with at least 1 HP. The user and its
allies are protected from wide-ranging attacks for one turn. The target is attacked by a kick
launched with muscle-packed power. Driven by frustration, the user attacks the target. The user
builds up its momentum using its Z-Power and crashes into the target at full speed. The user
rams an energy orb created by its Z-Power into the target with full force. The user soars up with
its Z-Power and plummets toward the target at full speed. The user burrows deep into the
ground and slams into the target with the full force of its Z-Power. The user summons a huge
rock mountain using its Z-Power and drops it onto the target with full force. The user hits the
target with a powerful electric current collected by its Z-Power. The user dramatically drops the
temperature using its Z-Power and freezes the target with full force. The user gathers dark
energy using its Z-Power and sucks the target into it.

